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Abstract

Keywords:
Introduction
How did the modern diversity of life arise from the
External forces are illegitimately given credit for the
capabilities of the organisms.

of articles in answer to this question in which he
argued that natural selection does not exist and that

or intelligence.
way accurately describe observable interactions
between an organism and its environment.

claims and show the shortcomings of his model.

on reality.

The Role of Natural Selection
throughout his article series, both implicitly and
explicitly. Implicitly:
Imaginary environment-based selector.

events.
grounded on reality.
[Natural selection] is presented in most schools as

unlimited variability has ever been documented.
Natural selection as a design process is only an
It wrongly views problem solving from the perspective
of passive environmental factors that are falsely

Engineers routinely measure external forces in real

invisible operation, and the fact that there is no real

It is only

at the organism-environment interface on every level.

Supporters of selection should consider that the reason
belief, but that there is, in fact, nothing tangible to
measure.
Incredibly, with still no empirical evidence that a real
selection actually happens, contemporary supporters
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might get multiple answers. Suppose the unbeliever
selection happen via the actions of environmental
stresses.

only

professing evolutionists do not necessarily constitute
who attribute results to external powers that are not
rooted in reality.

in his article series.
organisms.

His failure to investigate the multiple uses of “natural

to the process that occurs repeatedly in nature.
But if variations useful to any organic being do occur,
assuredly individuals thus characterised will have
the best chance of being preserved in the struggle for

diversity. It plainly asserts that there is no intelligent
design, that claims to such are lies, and what people
design.

will tend to produce offspring similarly characterised.

treatment of the process of natural selection, and his
subsequent articles do not distinguish between the
operation of several fundamental biological processes:
of traits from the survivors. As subsequent discussion
process use
the term.

process
the metaphysical uses of the term do.
rightly attributes to evolutionists the act of “ascribing

process of

in evolutionist literature. In this section of his
together.

standard to Christianity. If a curious unbeliever
professed evangelicals what
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for decades by most scientists and is still not fully
embraced due to an absence of empirical evidence.

selection was extremely slow, altering populations
over thousands or millions of years, it would be hard
to observe it acting during a single human lifetime.
laboratory biologists, we now have this evidence—lots
of it.

Natural selection has always been the most contested
no problem with evolution bridle at the thought that

supposed absence of evidence for natural selection:

selection is on wobblier legs than the other tenets of
evolutionary theory.

cites:
evolve resistance to antibiotics, plants to herbicides,
selection, even though the species are responding to
human interference with the environment. And if

to separate the metaphysical use of natural selection
from the practical process use. Of course evolutionists
ranging from plants to birds adapt to natural changes
in the environment.

has already established that evolutionists label the

Coyne obviously does not believe that natural
scores points against the metaphysical use of natural
selection, not against the process use. Hence, this

evidence. While the idea of natural selection seems
eminently sound, people want to see it actually
changing species in nature. And since the process
is usually very slow, that evidence is hard to get for
living organisms and nearly impossible for fossils.

he claims that natural selection is at the heart of
but no creationist would deny this fact of biology.

It means that few, if any, examples exist of natural
Otherwise, this point is another non-starter.
Why Evolution Is True:
But natural selection posed a number of problems for
biology as well. What is the evidence that it operates

and metaphysics.
in transforming animals and plants into organisms
suitable for food, pets, and decoration. But at the
time, he had little direct evidence for selection acting
in natural populations. And because, as he proposed,
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second half of my analysis.
an illusion, again missing the distinction between
claims that selection cannot be measured, which is
true if selection is simply a metaphysical concept.
However, in the process of natural selection, traits
selection:
No one doubts at all that particular circumstances
[nature or ecology in context] may be more favourable
for one plant and less so for another, and the moment
you admit that, you admit the selective power of
nature.

opposite
published only between 1984 and 1998. Excluded

cannot survive without certain types of soil, and
“particular circumstances may be more favourable
description of this phenomenon.

on the listing of papers in the 2001 review which

that “what happens at the organism-exposure
interface depends solely on the organism’s traits and
how they interact with the exposure and has nothing

excluded (for example, Schluter, Price, and Grant
nothing
whatsoever
molecular evidence for selection, and his third to an
natural selection are based on a failure to address
highlights the limited number of examples of selection
literature is, again, explicit treatment of studies on
address the process.
these omissions, he concludes:

Programmed Filling
selection is his enthusiasm for his replacement for
natural selection, a concept he terms “programmed

exist in support of natural selection might be a true

its metaphysical sense, yes. In the process sense, no.
opposition to his straw man of natural selection:
article:

from the organism and ultimately from the Lord.

Natural selection is . . . simply a mental construct
programmed to do.
[Natural selection] fails to give the Lord credit
endogenous power He has
masterfully programmed into His creatures.

What if the environment did
Creator of organisms is also the Creator of the
environment, and He gets glory from both.

resides . . . strictly within
capabilities of organisms.

well-designed

innate
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internal capacities programmed into them by God to

organisms to adapt to environments. However, this
is part and parcel of the process of natural selection.

exogenous ecological variables that select for or against
genetic information as its traits are naturally selected

a verbal dispute over terminology, and not a genuine
hypothesis about what actually occurs in nature.

abilities programmed into the organisms themselves.

main focus the rebuttal of the metaphysical use of

real power source at the organism-environment

swings the pendulum on this issue, he swings it to the
opposite extreme, waxing to metaphysical heights in
his descriptions:
Environmental stresses are nothing more than

offspring with heritable, variable traits that turn out
to be suitable to environments, and invalidly terms
that as a selection

are the active party at the organism-environment
interface to either succeed or fail. Environments
are problems or opportunities that organisms
are programmed to try to deal with so they can

Whether one ecology is favorable for some organisms
and not others has everything to do with the traits
produced by organisms and nothing to do with any
so-called selective power of nature.

Everything about adaptations is innate to an
organism.
What happens at the organism-exposure interface
depends solely on the organism’s traits and how they
interact with the exposure and has nothing to do with
the exposure itself.

environments.
In regard to problem solving at the organismenvironment interface, living organisms are active,

causes

group generate suitable traits, the group goes extinct.

environment without straining credulity.
Strong claims demand strong support. What
already resides in living organisms.
Creatures have intelligence-based systems to
reproduce variable heritable traits that comprise
their endogenous power to solve environmental

refer to the genetic abilities of creatures that permit

that demonstrates that the environment plays no role
whatsoever in the adaptation process.
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this process.
the researchers did not identify the mechanistic
origin of the relevant allele, and they did not rule out
all actions of the environment.

An organism-based paradigm is biblical.

also examined the molecular basis for the resistance
phenotype, but without identifying the mechanistic

organisms to adapt to dynamic environments is clear.
“And God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply,

proving that “what happens at the organismexposure interface depends solely on the organism’s
traits and how they interact with the exposure and

organisms

are expressed in a population of organisms, some will

never eliminates an environmental role (for example,
means they are physiologically more suitable and
better able to extract resources. Organisms with those

fact.
comes from analogy to the design process that human
engineers use when solving problems:

power and is active to either succeed or fail.
A distinctive of living things is their goal-directed

processes that build a plan suitable to solve a problem.
Engineers are active and the problem is passive. If
their plan solves a problem, it is a misrepresentation
to view the process from the perspective of the problem

them

problem
solving at the organism-environment interface, living

If no members of a group generate suitable traits, the
group goes extinct. If some members generate traits
already resides in living

understood.

None of these passages exclude a role for the
environment. When God commanded creatures to

organisms.

Scripture explicitly forbids agency on the part of time,

with metaphors and for deifying the environment,
on the organismal side of the equation, rather than
the environmental side.
In reality, adaptation involves both the environment
and the creature. Both the metaphysical speculation

and 2 of Genesis 1 do not identify these things solely as
conditions, unable to exercise any agency whatsoever
at any time.
Furthermore, an active role for the environment
Lordship in any way. Since He created the
environment, does He not get the glory when the
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Conversely, an increased role for the environment
would not in any way decrease our dependency. Surely
on the environment and have been dependent from
selection is not:
Organism-based metrics such as fertility, gene

into
it.
phenomenon familiar to advocates of the process of
natural selection:
Advocates of process always include three necessary

observable interactions between an organism and its
environment.

is what scientists measure when studying the process
are heritable.17
should become evident in the minds of these believers.

as his own and accuses natural selection of being

abilities programmed into the organisms themselves.

process
original quote (as per his reference #17 above to a

biblical.

data or biblical exegesis to support this assertion. His
entire argument is based on a failure to distinguish
between the process and metaphysical uses of “natural

process that
occurs if and only if these three conditions are present:

consistent relationship between that trait and mating

mechanisms which he reads into the text of Scripture.
another case of hypothesis stated as fact.

relationship, for that trait, between parents and their
offspring, which is at least partially independent of

Conclusion

(Endler
with the process

that organisms solve problems in the process of
natural selection. (Neither does Endler imply that

results in a strong resemblance between “programmed
process of natural selection, except
excludes any role for the environment. Furthermore,

process of natural selection.
adds

Instead, I have attempted to address the central
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thrust of his arguments. His claims about natural
Keywords in evolutionary biology, ed. E. F. Keller and

his theses.
Harvard University Press.

of the role of natural selection. Could organisms
themselves play more of an active role in this process
than advocates of natural selection have previously

to natural selection. Journal of Creation 26, no. 3:
76–78.

Science 296, no. 5568:707–711.

play more of a role in adaptation than any creationist
Science

possible at the moment. Good science demands that
these hypotheses be investigated with experiments,

313, no. 5784:224–226

assertions of fact.

no. 5:12–15.
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